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Cochlear implant (CI) users typically have excellent speech recognition in quiet but struggle with un-
derstanding speech in noise. It is thought that broad current spread from stimulating electrodes causes
adjacent electrodes to activate overlapping populations of neurons which results in interactions across
adjacent channels. Current focusing has been studied as a way to reduce spread of excitation, and
therefore, reduce channel interactions. In particular, partial tripolar stimulation has been shown to
reduce spread of excitation relative to monopolar stimulation. However, the crucial question is whether
this benefit translates to improvements in speech perception. In this study, we compared speech
perception in noise with experimental monopolar and partial tripolar speech processing strategies. The
two strategies were matched in terms of number of active electrodes, microphone, filterbanks, stimu-
lation rate and loudness (although both strategies used a lower stimulation rate than typical clinical
strategies). The results of this study showed a significant improvement in speech perception in noise
with partial tripolar stimulation. All subjects benefited from the current focused speech processing
strategy. There was a mean improvement in speech recognition threshold of 2.7 dB in a digits in noise
task and a mean improvement of 3 dB in a sentences in noise task with partial tripolar stimulation
relative to monopolar stimulation. Although the experimental monopolar strategy was worse than the
clinical, presumably due to different microphones, frequency allocations and stimulation rates, the
experimental partial-tripolar strategy, which had the same changes, showed no acute deficit relative to
the clinical.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Cochlear implant (CI) users tend to have good speech recogni-
tion in quiet but have difficulty understanding speech in more
difficult listening environments. Understanding speech in quiet
requires only 4 spectral channels (Shannon et al., 2004), but speech
perception in more difficult listening conditions or perception of
music requiresmore spectral channels. For example, understanding
speech in noise requires at least 8e10 spectral channels of inde-
pendent information (e.g. Friesen et al., 2001). Recognition of
simple musical melodies requires 15 independent spectral
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channels (Burns et al., 2001), and recognition of more complex
musical melodies requires more than 48 spectral channels (Smith
et al., 2002) It is possible that musical melody recognition is
improved with more spectral channels due to better formant res-
olution. It is worth noting, however, that increasing the number
of functional spectral channels alone may not improve harmonic
relationships, as these relationships may not depend solely on
spectral resolution but also on accurate spectral coding of each
harmonic.

Although modern CIs have between 12 and 22 physical elec-
trodes, CI listeners perform as if they are only receiving between 4
and 8 independent channels of information (Friesen et al., 2001),
that is, not enough spectral channels to understand speech in noise.
The limited spectral information is thought to be due to channel
interactions across stimulated electrodes, which arise from over-
lapping populations of activated neurons (Fu et al., 1998; Fu and
Nogaki, 2005). Reducing the spread of excitation from a stimu-
lated electrode would narrow the population of activated neurons
and would therefore presumably reduce channel interactions
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across electrodes. Reducing electric and neural interactions across
electrodes should in theory improve spectral resolution, which
should in turn improve speech perception in noise (e.g. Henry et al.,
2005; Litvak et al., 2007b) and music perception (e.g. Burns et al.,
2001; Smith et al., 2002).

Tripolar (TP) stimulation has been studied to reduce current
spread in the cochlea. While monopolar (MP) stimulation (which is
used in most speech processing strategies today) utilizes an extra-
cochlear electrode as a ground, TP stimulation uses 2 intra-cochlear
electrodes (adjacent to the active stimulating electrode) as grounds
(see Fig. 1). By keeping the current loop entirely within the cochlea,
the intra-scalar voltage gradient is steeper than for MP stimulation,
possibly leading to more focused neural excitation. One potential
problem with TP stimulation is that larger current amplitudes are
required to reach adequate loudness levels. These amplitudes
might not be achievable physically due to the compliance limits of
the device (e.g. Litvak et al., 2007a). To address this issue, partial
tripolar (PTP) stimulation has been implemented (e.g. Wilson et al.,
1995; Bierer, 2007; Litvak et al., 2007a; Landsberger et al., 2012).
With PTP stimulation, a fraction (s) of the current is returned via
the intracochlear electrodes (with s/2 returned on each of the
flanking electrodes), and the remainder (1 � s) is returned via the
extracochlear electrode, similarly to MP stimulation (see Fig. 1).

TP/PTP stimulation has been shown to sharpen intra-scalar
voltage gradients (Mens and Berenstein, 2005), and there is some
evidence that TP/PTP stimulation can reduce spread of excitation as
shown physiologically (e.g. Bierer and Middlebrooks, 2002; Snyder
et al., 2004), computationally (Litvak et al., 2007a) and, for at least
some electrodes and subjects, psychophysically (Bierer and
Faulkner, 2010; Landsberger et al., 2012). One of the issues with
TP/PTP stimulation is that TP/PTP stimulation requires larger cur-
rent amplitudes relative to MP stimulation to produce equivalent
loudness level. However, as spread of excitation increases with
current amplitude (e.g. Chatterjee and Shannon,1998), it is possible
that TP/PTP stimulation might not be narrower than MP at equal
loudness levels. Landsberger et al. (2012) addressed this issue and
showed that PTP stimulation reduces spread of excitation
(measured with a psychophysical forward masking task) relative to
MP stimulation at an equal loudness level for half of the subjects.
For the other half of the subjects, the spread of excitation was
similar for both MP and PTP stimulation. These studies have shown
that TP/PTP stimulation can be beneficial in a single-channel
context. However, as speech processing strategies stimulate mul-
tiple channels in quick succession, single-channel metrics do not
Fig. 1. Illustration of Monopolar (MP) and Partial Tripolar (PTP) stimulation modes for
a subset of electrodes in the array. “i” indicates the amount of stimulation current
applied to the active electrode. For PTP stimulation, s indicates the fraction of current
returned by the intracochlear electrodes (i.e. the degree of current focusing). The oval
beneath each diagram indicates the extra-cochlear return electrode. Note that only the
first phase of an anodic-first biphasic pulse is shown. Theoretical regions of excitation
for each stimulation mode are shown above each diagram.
incorporate channel interactions across neighboring electrodes. In
a test addressing these channel interactions, Berenstein et al.
(2008) showed that PTP stimulation improves spectral ripple res-
olution (a multi-channel stimulus), when s ¼ 0.75. These results
indicate that TP/PTP stimulation might be a promising tool for
increasing spectral resolution and therefore improve speech
perception in noise.

Mens and Berenstein (2005) published the first data comparing
MP and TP/PTP speech processing tested chronically. They tested
both a PTP strategy with s¼ 0.5 and a strategy (called “flat TPþ 2”)
with two flanking electrodes on each side (four flanking electrodes
total) separated by one inactive electrode from the active stimu-
lating electrode, with all of the current returning intra-cochlearly.
Mens and Berenstein (2005) found no significant benefit with
focused stimulation onmonosyllabic word perception in quiet or in
noise, although there was a trend of subjects preferring and per-
forming better with the s¼ 0.5 PTP strategy. Berenstein et al. (2008)
performed a follow-up study, which compared speech perception
with MP and PTP speech processing strategies in steady and fluc-
tuating noise and found no benefit with PTP stimulation in speech
perception. However, theremayhave been a potential problemwith
the analysis of the data in that study. Out of the 9 subjects tested, a
subset of 5 subjects were given a strategy using s¼ 0.75 (referred to
as “RCF25” in Berenstein et al., (2008)) and the other 4 subjectswere
given a strategy using s¼ 0.25 (referred to as “RCF75” in Berenstein
et al., (2008)). The two subsets were collapsed into one group using
TP/PTP stimulation in the speech perception analysis. However,
studies (e.g. Bierer and Middlebrooks, 2002; Bonham and Litvak,
2008; Landsberger et al., 2012) have shown that s <¼ 0.5 provides
effectively the same current spread as MP stimulation. Therefore, it
seems likely that the 4 subjects using s ¼ 0.25 would receive no
benefit relative to MP stimulation as the electrical activation pat-
terns of the neurons would be almost identical in the two condi-
tions. Given that only 5 of the 9 subjects used a degree of current
focusing shown to be potentially different fromMP stimulation, it is
possible that no difference between MP and PTP stimulationwould
be found because spectral improvementswould be provided to only
5 of the 9 subjects.

In the present study, we compared speech perception in noise
with a PTP strategy (using s ¼ 0.75 for all subjects) with matched
(in terms of number of active electrodes, phase duration, stimula-
tion rate, filters, hardware, loudness contributions of each electrode
and experience) MP strategies. We expected to find that the degree
of benefit with current focusing in the speech perception tasks
would be related to the degree of reduction in spread of excitation
with current focusing. Landsberger et al. (2012) proposed an ad-
jective scaling task that correlated with the degree of spread of
excitation reduction (measured with a psychophysical forward
masking task) with PTP stimulation. Therefore, in this study, we
used the Landsberger et al. (2012) adjective scaling task to estimate
the degree of spread of excitation reduction with PTP stimulation
for several electrodes across the array and correlated the results to
the degree of speech perception benefit with current focusing.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Six post-lingually deafened CI subjects implanted with the
Advanced Bionics CII or HR90K device (none inserted with posi-
tioners) participated in this experiment. Five (C1, C3, C7, C8, and C9)
of the subjects participated in the original adjective scaling task
presented in Landsberger et al. (2012); part of that data is used in
this study as well. Relevant subject demographics are shown in
Table 1. All subjects were compensated for their participation and



Table 1
Relevant CI subject demographics.

Subject Gender Age Device
electrode
type
strategy

Duration of deafness
prior to implantation
(yrs)/duration of CI
use (yrs)

HINT SRT with
clinical strategy
(in dB)

C1 M 78 CII
HiFocus1J
Fidelity 120

1/8 7.9

C3 F 54 HR90K
HiFocus1J
Fidelity120

11/5 7

C7 F 61 HR90K
HiFocus1J
Fidelity 120

45/5 1.7

C8 F 63 HR90K
HiFocus1J
Fidelity 120

1/3 7.4

C9 M 68 CII
HiFocus1J
HiRes

58/9 No open-set
recognition

C14 M 45 HR90K
HiFocus1J
Fidelity 120

1/6 14.9
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all provided informed consent in accordance with the local
Institutional Review Board.

2.2. Experimental strategies

Experimental MP and PTP strategies (named Exp-MP and
Exp-TP) were created for each subject. For both strategies, phase
duration and per-channel stimulation rate were fixed at 140 msec
and 255 pps respectively. In a purely PTP strategy, electrodes 1 and
16 in the Advanced Bionics device cannot be used for active stim-
ulation, as they are at the edges of the electrode array and do not
have adjacent electrodes on both sides which can be used as
grounds. For the purpose of fairly comparing the two strategies,
both Exp-MP and Exp-TP strategies used electrodes 2e15 for active
stimulation. Electrodes 1 and 16 were used exclusively for
grounding in the Exp-TP strategy and provided no stimulation in
the Exp-MP strategy. (It is unlikely that the grounding electrodes 1
and 16 in the Exp-TP strategy activated a substantially larger pop-
ulation of fibers near electrodes 1 and 16 relative to the Exp-MP
strategy as studies (e.g. Landsberger et al., 2012) have shown that
spread of excitation is similarly broad for TP, if not narrower.) A
frequency allocation of 350e5500 Hz was used across the 14
channels. Strategies were programmed to the Platinum Series
Processor (PSP) body worn processor using the Bionic Ear Pro-
gramming System (BEPS). Impedance levels were measured
prior to fitting to ensure stimulation levels were within
compliance (Current levels in microamperes were kept below
7300/[RaccessKUþ (PhaseDurmsec*0.01)], where RaccessKU is the access
resistance and PhaseDurmsec is the pulse phase duration e from
Litvak (2012)).

Fitting parameters for the strategies were measured using the
HRStream interface (Advanced Bionics Corp.) and a custom-built
MATLAB front-end. All electrodes in both MP and PTP stimulation
modes were loudness-balanced to PTP electrode 8, with the refer-
ence amplitude set at a “most comfortable level”. Loudness
balancing was performed by alternating stimulation on two elec-
trodes and asking the subject to adjust the loudness of one relative
to the other. By loudness balancing all electrodes across stimulation
modes, we ensured that each electrode contributed an equivalent
loudness to the overall strategy, e.g. the spectral shape was similar
for both strategies. Each MP electrode was then compared to the
same PTP electrode to verify the loudness balance for each
electrode across strategies e at this state, only very small adjust-
ments (if any) were needed to achieve equivalent loudness as the
loudness balancing from the previous step tended to be sufficient.
Lastly, all electrodes were swept at the amplitudemeasured to be of
equivalent “most comfortable” loudness to provide a final verifi-
cation that all provided a similar, comfortable loudness.

Loudness-balanced current amplitudes were then imported into
the BEPS fitting system. The electric dynamic range was fixed at
20 dB for each electrode (as is standard for mapping of Advanced
Bionics devices) and the input acoustic dynamic range was 60 dB.
As we found that there was no significant difference in electric
dynamic range between MP and PTP stimulation for any subject
(data not shown), the loudness mapping of the Exp-MP and Exp-TP
strategies were likely similar (similar findings regarding similar
dynamic ranges for MP and PTP stimulation averaged across sub-
jects have been shown in Berenstein et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2011).
Speech perception and overall strategy were tested by playing live
speech through the microphone through a sound-field in a sound
booth. If the map was too soft, the entire map (threshold and MCL
levels for all electrodes) was raised by a fixed (in dB) step size to
maintain the same overall spectral shape across the array. Subject
C7 required an increase of 2 dB for both Exp-MP and Exp-TP stra-
tegies, and subject C9 required an increase of 4 dB for both Exp-MP
and Exp-TP strategies (none of the other subjects required an in-
crease in loudness for either strategy). Strategies were then pro-
grammed into the PSP and subjects were instructed to toggle back
and forth between the Exp-MP and Exp-TP strategies to verify that
that both strategies provided comprehensible and similarly loud
speech. Subjects were not informed about the differences between
the two strategies and were only told that they would be tested
on two experimental strategies that would sound very different
relative to their clinical map.

The experimental strategies tested differed from the clinical
strategies in several ways. The output filter corresponding to
electrode 1 in the clinical map was shifted to electrode 2 (because
electrode 1 was not used for active stimulation in either experi-
mental strategy), resulting in a spectral shift basalward of 1.1 mm
(adjacent electrodes in the Advanced Bionics HiFocus electrode
array are 1.1 mm apart). Both experimental strategies used a phase
duration of 140 msec and a stimulation rate of 255 pps/e while the
clinical maps used phase durations of either 18 usec (subjects C1,
C3, C8, C9, C14) or 24.2 usec (subject C7) and stimulation rates of
either 3712 pps/e (subjects C1, C3, C8, C9, C14) or 2750 pps/e
(subject C7). Additionally, the PSP research processor necessitated
the use of the microphone on the coil, while all subjects used the
“t-mic” on their clinical, behind-the-ear processors. Consequently,
both experimental strategies were novel, but were equivalently
novel during testing.

In order to allow for adaptation to the novel experimental
strategies, subjects were asked to listen to an audiobook for 40 min
total. Subjects first listened to one of the two experimental stra-
tegies (randomly selected) and were switched to the other exper-
imental strategy after 20 min. Subjects were provided a physical
copy of the book and were allowed to read along with the audio-
book for the first 5 min to familiarize themselves with the character
names; the book was subsequently taken away and subjects were
asked to follow the story by only listening. Subjects all reported that
they could follow the audiobook story even without the aid of the
book.

2.3. Speech perception tests

All speech tests were conducted in a double-walled sound-
treated booth. Speech tests were conducted using TigerSpeech
Technology (SoundExpress and I-STAR: www.tigerspeech.com)

http://www.tigerspeech.com
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software. Exp-MP and Exp-TP strategies were alternated between
runs (where each run consists of one Speech Recognition Threshold
[SRT] measurement) for each test to preclude learning effects
across runs. All speech stimuli were presented at 65 dB SPL, and
noise level was adaptively changed for both tests. Presentation level
was calibrated with a 1 kHz pure tone (all stimuli were normalized
to have the same long-term RMS level). Speech was presented in
multi-talker babble noise for all tests. The patients’ clinical mapwas
tested after the two experimental strategies to serve as a compar-
ison. For both tests, the experimenter was not blinded as to which
strategy was being tested.

Speech recognition thresholds (SRTs) were adaptively measured
using sentences from the Hearing in Noise Test (HINT) presented in
multi-talker babble. All speech stimuli were presented at a fixed
level of 65 dB SPL and the noise level was adaptively changed. The
stimulus set consisted of 260 HINT sentences (Nilsson et al., 1994),
which are short and grammatically simple. SRTs were adaptively
measured using a 1-up/1-down rule. During testing, a sentencewas
selected randomly without replacement from the stimulus set and
presented at the target SNR; the initial SNRwas 30 dB. If the subject
repeated at least 50% of the “key” words (that is, words conveying
the content of the sentence rather than prepositions, conjunctions,
etc. This distinction was at the discretion of the experimenter)
correctly, the SNR was decreased by 2 dB; if the subject repeated
less than 50% of the words correctly, the SNR was increased by 2 dB
(i.e. Rule 3 from Chan et al., (2008)). Therefore, the SRT converged
on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that produced 50% correct word
in sentence recognition (Levitt, 1971). Note that sentences were
never repeated during an SRT measurement run, although it is
possible a sentence may have been repeated across runs. Only one
experimenter determined how many words were repeated
correctly. The mean of the 8 reversals was recorded as the SRT for
that trial. Typically, 3 SRT measurements were obtained for each
subject and each strategy. If one of the measurements differed from
the others by more than 3 dB, an additional SRT measurement was
made for both strategies (therefore, the number of SRT measure-
ments for each strategy was the same). The mean of all SRT mea-
surements was recorded as the SRT for that strategy. HINT SRTs
were measured for all subjects, with the exception of C9, who was
not capable of open-set speech recognition at a 30 dB SNR with
either of the experimental strategies or with his clinical processor.

SRTs for digits in multi-talker babble noise were also measured,
using the same procedure as that used in Oba et al. (2011). In this
task, 3 digits (from 0 to 9) were spoken in the presence of multi-
talker babble. Speech stimuli were presented at a fixed level of
65 dB SPL and the noise level was adaptively changed. If all 3 digits
were identified correctly, the SNR was lowered. Conversely, if a
mistake was made, the SNR was raised. The SNR was adapted in a 1
up-1 down procedure with a step size of 2 dB. The number of
stimulus presentations in each runwas fixed at 25, and the average
of all reversals was taken as the SRT for that run. Typically, 3 SRT
measurements weremade for each subject and each strategy. If one
of the measurements differed from the others by more than 3 dB,
an additional SRT measurement was made for each strategy. The
mean of all SRT measurements was recorded as the SRT for that
strategy.

2.4. Qualitative ratings of current focusing e clean/Dirty Index

Speech perception results were compared with a single-
channel, qualitative metric of current focusing, specifically, the
“Clean/Dirty” index used in Landsberger et al. (2012). In this task,
subjects are presented with a pulse train on a single active elec-
trode and are asked to rate how “clean” the stimulus is by clicking
on a horizontal bar which corresponds to a continuum from “less
clean” to “more clean”. Similarly, in separate trials, subjects are
asked to rate how “dirty” the stimulus is, by clicking on a horizontal
bar corresponding to a continuum from “less dirty” to “more dirty”.
The task is performed for stimuli with s¼ 0 (MP) and s¼ 0.75 (PTP)
In Landsberger et al. (2012), data were collected only on electrode 9
for subjects C1, C3, C7, C8 and C9. In this study, we used the EL9 data
from Landsberger et al. (2012) for the 5 subjects tested; addition-
ally, data were collected for all subjects for electrodes 2, 4, 6, 8, 10,
12 and 14, using MP and PTP (s ¼ 0.75) stimuli.

As in Landsberger et al. (2012), a “Clean/Dirty Index” was
computed for each electrode. The “Clean/Dirty Index” was defined
as: jClean Agreement Score s ¼ 0 e Dirty Agreement Score
s ¼ 0j þ jClean Agreement Score s ¼ 0.75 e Dirty Agreement Score
s ¼ 0.75j. The Clean/Dirty Index therefore quantifies the difference
in how “clean” and “dirty” the stimuli sounded for MP and PTP
stimulation (for more details, see Landsberger et al., 2012). For
example, a Clean/Dirty Index near 0 indicates that both the MP and
PTP stimulation on a given electrode sounded equivalently clean
and dirty; by contrast, a larger Clean/Dirty Index (near 1) indicates
that the PTP stimulus sounded more clean (and less dirty)
compared to the MP stimulus on the same electrode. Landsberger
et al., 2012 found a significant correlation between the Clean/
Dirty Index and the degree of current focusing achieved with PTP
(s ¼ 0.75) stimulation as measured with psychophysical forward
masking. Therefore, in this study, we use the Clean/Dirty Index as a
metric of degree of current focusing achieved on a given electrode.

All stimuli consisted of 300 msec biphasic pulse trains, with a
phase duration of 226 msec and a stimulation rate of 1000 pps. All
measurements were repeated 15 times.
3. Results

The mean Exp-MP SRT for the HINT sentence test was 15.3 dB
and themean Exp-TP SRTwas 12.29 dB. For the 5 subjects tested, all
subjects received an improvement with PTP stimulation (range of
improvement: 1.86 dBe4.2 dB), with a mean improvement of
3.01 dB. A two-tailed, paired t-test showed that the Exp-TP strat-
egy yielded significantly better performance relative to the Exp-MP
strategy (t4 ¼ 6.26, p < 0.01). Fig. 2a shows the SRTs for all subjects
for Exp-MP and Exp-TP strategies (scatter plot).

The mean Exp-MP SRT for the digits in noise test was 3.79 dB
and the mean Exp-TP SRT was 1.08 dB. 5 out of 6 subjects (all but
subject C14) showed an improvement with PTP stimulation (range
of improvement: �0.05 dBe4.98 dB), with a mean improvement of
2.71 dB. A two-tailed, paired t-test showed that this difference was
statistically significant (t5 ¼ 3.86, p < 0.05). Fig. 2b shows the SRTs
for all subjects for the Exp-MP and Exp-TP strategies.

The results for both the HINT test and the digits test showa large
effect of stimulationmode.We found a Cohen’s d of 2.8 for the HINT
test and a d of 1.6 for the digits test, where a d of greater than 0.8 is
considered a “large” effect. However, as relatively few subjects were
used and to minimize the effect of possible outliers in the data, we
repeated the statistical analyseswith robust techniques. Percentile-t
bootstrap analyses were used to compare the performancewith the
Exp-MP strategy with that of the Exp-TP strategy for both the HINT
and digits tests. For all bootstrap analyses, each bootstrap distribu-
tion had the same number of samples as the original distribution
(for more detail on the use of robust statistical techniques, see
Aronoff et al., 2011). The percentile-t bootstrap analysis showed that
the Exp-TP strategy yielded significantly better performance rela-
tive to the Exp-MP strategy for both the HINT task (CI: 1.35e4.73,
p < 0.05) and for the digits task (CI: 0.77e4.67, p < 0.05).
Therefore, both the paired t-test and the percentile-t bootstrap
were in agreement, showing a significant effect of stimulationmode.



Fig. 2. Left (A) e a scatter plot showing the SRTs in dB for HINT sentences in babble noise for the Exp-TP strategy (y-axis) and the Exp-MP strategy (x-axis). Lower numbers indicate
better performance. The dashed diagonal line is the line of equality, where Exp-TP performance is equal to Exp-MP performance. The Exp-TP strategy was significantly better than
the Exp-MP strategy (p < 0.05). Error bars indicate 1 standard error of the mean. Right (B) e a similar scatter plot showing the SRTs in dB for the digits in noise task. The Exp-TP
strategy was significantly better than the Exp-MP strategy (p < 0.05). Error bars indicate 1 standard error of the mean.
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The subjects’ clinical maps were better than both experimental
strategies for all subjects in the HINT test, with a mean clinical SRT
of 10.6 dB (relative to 15.3 dB for Exp-MP and 12.29 for Exp-TP). The
difference was highly variable across subjects. For example, some
subjects showed a fairly small difference between the clinical map
and the experimental strategies (C1, C7), while other subjects
showed a much larger difference (C3, C8). Fig. 3 shows the differ-
ence between subjects’ clinical strategies and each experimental
strategy for both the digits and sentences tasks. A paired t-test
shows that the clinical strategy was better than the Exp-MP strat-
egy (t4 ¼ 3.93, p < 0.05) but was not significantly different from the
Exp-TP strategy (t4 ¼ 2.13, p ¼ 0.09); however, with only 5 subjects,
statistical power was low. The difference between the clinical maps
Fig. 3. The difference between each subjects’ clinical strategy and the two experi-
mental strategies for both the HINT and digits tests. Differences between the clinical
strategy and the Exp-MP strategy are shown in the white bars for each subject and
differences between the clinical strategy and the differences between the clinical
strategy and the Exp-TP strategy are shown in the gray bars. Solid bars show differ-
ences between the clinical and experimental strategies for the HINT test, and hatched
bars show differences for the digits test. Positive values indicate that the clinical
strategy was better than the experimental. The bar for subject C3 for the Exp-TP
strategy in the digits test is not visible as the difference was 0 dB. No bars are
shown for subjects C9 for the HINT tests, as we were unable to measure HINT SRTs
with any strategy (including clinical).
and the experimental strategies was much smaller for the digits in
noise test, with a mean clinical SRTof 1.97 dB (relative to 3.79 dB for
Exp-MP and 1.08 dB for Exp-TP), and the Exp-TP strategy was better
on average than the clinical map. There was no statistically signif-
icant difference between the clinical strategy and either of the
experimental strategies.

Most subjects received similar improvements with the Exp-TP
strategy (relative to Exp-MP) for both the HINT sentence test and
the digits in noise test. For example, subject C7, who received the
smallest benefit (1.86 dB) in the HINT test received a comparable
1.7 dB improvement in the digits in noise test. Similarly, subject C1
who received a 3.9 dB improvement in the HINT test received a
comparable 4.9 dB improvement in the digits in noise test. Fig. 4
Fig. 4. A scatter plot comparing the improvement with the Exp-TP strategy (relative to
the Exp-MP strategy) for the Digits (y-axis) and HINT (x-axis) tasks. Each symbol
represents a different subject (no symbol is shown for subject C9 as we were unable to
measure a HINT SRT). The solid line represents the line of equality, where there was
equal improvement on both tests.
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shows a scatter plot comparing the improvement with the Exp-TP
strategy (relative to Exp-MP) in the digits test versus improve-
ment in the HINT test (each point represents a subject); the line
illustrates the line of equality, where improvement with the Exp-TP
strategy was the same for both tests. For 4 of the 5 subjects shown
(subject C9 did not have enough open-set speech recognition to get
a HINT score, and is therefore not represented on this plot), the
improvement for both tests is similar and the points cluster close to
the line of equality. There was one exception to this pattern e

subject C14 received the largest benefit from current focusing
(4.2 dB) in the open-set sentence test but received no benefit in the
closed set digits test. There was no statistically significant correla-
tion between the improvement in the digits test and the
improvement in the HINT test (r2 ¼ 0.0009, p ¼ 0.96). Even if the
data from C14 were removed, the correlation would still not be
significant (r2 ¼ 0.67, p ¼ 0.18).

The degree of improvement with the Exp-TP strategy did not
seem to depend on the subject’s absolute performance. For
example, subject C7, who had the best performance for both tasks
with the Exp-MP strategy (indicating that she was one of the best
performers), received close to a 2 dB improvement in SRT with the
Exp-TP strategy relative to the Exp-MP strategy on both tasks. On
the other end of the performance spectrum, subject C9, who did not
have enough open-set recognition to complete the HINT sentence
task (indicating poorer overall performance, regardless of stimu-
lation mode), received a 3.7 dB improvement with current focusing
on the digits in noise task. Absolute monopolar performance (Exp-
MP SRT) did not predict the degree of improvement from current
focusing (Exp-MP SRT e Exp-TP SRT) for either the HINT test
(r2 ¼ 0.21, p ¼ 0.73) or for the digits in noise test (r2 ¼ 0.12,
p ¼ 0.82). Similarly, absolute performance with the Exp-TP strategy
did not predict improvement for either the HINT test (r2 ¼ 0.08,
p ¼ 0.65) or the digits in noise test (r2 ¼ 0.002, p ¼ 0.93), nor did
absolute performancewith the clinical maps (r2¼ 0.63, p¼ 0.11 and
r2 ¼ 0.34, p ¼ 0.23 for the HINT and digits tests respectively).

Because we hoped that the improvement in speech perception
with the Exp-TP strategy (relative to performance with the Exp-MP
strategy) could be predicted by a reduction in spread of excitation,
wemeasured Clean/Dirty indices across the electrode array in order
Fig. 5. Bar graphs showing Clean/Dirty Indices for each subject. The x-axis in each plot is elec
larger difference between MP and PTP stimulation.
to estimate the reduction in spread of excitation for each subject.
Fig. 5 shows Clean/Dirty indices for all electrodes tested for each
subject (a larger Clean/Dirty index indicates a larger difference
between MP and PTP stimuli). There was a broad range of Clean/
Dirty indices across subjects. For instance, subjects C8 and C9
showed Clean/Dirty indices near 0 (i.e. presumably little to no effect
of current focusing) for all electrodes tested. Conversely, subject C1
showed large Clean/Dirty indices for nearly all electrodes tested.

It is unclear whether or not the reduction in spread of excitation
is equally important for each cochlear location. For example, it is
possible that a reduction in spread is most important in the apex (or
middle or base) for an improvement in speech processing with
current focusing. Similarly, it is possible that the cochlear region
that shows the greatest reduction in spread might predict an
improvement in performance. Alternatively, it could be that
improvements across the entire electrode array are necessary for a
sizeable improvement in performance. Therefore, we correlated the
Clean/Dirty Index on each electrode individually, the electrode for
each subject witch provided the largest Clean/Dirty Index, and the
average Clean/Dirty Index for each subject to the improvements in
speech perception with the Exp-TP strategy for both the digits task
and the HINT task. Evenwithout control for type I error, none of the
correlations were significant.

4. Discussion

There was a mean improvement of 3 dB with the PTP speech
processing strategy for HINT SRTs and a 2.7 dB mean improvement
for digits in noise SRTs relative to the experimental MP strategy. An
improvement of 3 dB in HINT SRT has been shown to translate to
roughly a 30% improvement in sentence intelligibility (e.g. Aronoff
et al., 2011; Chan et al., 2008). Furthermore, subjects’ performance
with their clinical strategy was highly variable, from 1.7 dB on the
HINT SRT test to no open set recognition; however, all subjects
showed an improvement regardless of absolute performance level.
The results of this study show that, with all other parameters
equalized, current focusing, specifically PTP stimulation, can
improve speech perception in noise. While other studies have
shown that current focusing can improve psychophysical metrics
trode number. The y-axis indicates the Clean/Dirty index, where larger values indicate a
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such as spread of excitation (e.g. Bierer and Faulkner, 2010;
Srinivasan et al., 2010; Landsberger et al., 2012), virtual channel
discrimination (Landsberger and Srinivasan, 2009; Srinivasan et al.,
2012), and spectral ripple resolution (Berenstein et al., 2008), this
study illustrates that the benefit of current focusing can translate to
improved speech perception in noise. Although this study is limited
by both the small number of subjects and that subjects were given
only a short time to adapt to the tested experimental strategies, this
study serves as a promising first step in showing the potential
utility of current focusing in improving speech perception.

Although not reported in Oba et al. (2011), a significant corre-
lation between digits in noise SRTs and HINT SRTs was found in that
study (Oba, 2012). Therefore, we expected the size of the
improvement with current focusing in the HINT task to be corre-
lated with the size of the improvement with current focusing in the
digits in noise task. However, although the size of the improvement
was similar for all subjects other than C14 (see Fig. 4), we found no
significant relationship. The lack of relationship may be due to the
two tests measuring different underlying processes. The closed-set
digits test had a relatively small set of stimuli, most of which could
likely be discriminated by listening to only the vowel formants.
Indeed, subjects reported particular difficulty discriminating “five”
from “nine”, which were two of the only tokens with a similar
vowel sound. Although listening primarily to the vowel formants
may have been sufficient to do the closed-set digits task, more in-
formation would be required to do the open-set HINT test. It is
therefore possible that the lack of correlation in improvement be-
tween the two tests may be due to subjects using different cues for
each task.

We had hoped to find a significant relationship between the
degree of speech perception improvement from the Exp-TP strat-
egy and the degree of current focusing achieved (as assessed by the
Clean/Dirty Index) across the array. However, there did not appear
to be any relationship between the two measures for either speech
task. The lack of relationship between the Clean/Dirty Index and
speech perception improvement is not surprising, given that all
subjects showed improvements in speech perceptionwith the Exp-
TP strategy, but subjects C8 and C9 had Clean/Dirty indices near
0 for all electrodes tested across the array (suggesting little
reduction in spread of excitation with PTP stimulation, based on
Landsberger et al., (2012)). One possibility for the lack of relation-
ship is that the Clean/Dirty Index is not an adequate predictor of the
degree of current focusing. Although Landsberger et al. (2012)
found a significant correlation between the Clean/Dirty Index and
degree of current focusing (as measured by a psychophysical for-
wardmasking task), that study only used one electrode on each of 6
subjects. It is also possible that some subjects may have cognitive
difficulty with the adjective scaling taske such a subject may show
a reduction in spread of excitation measured with a psychophysical
forward masking task, but may be unable to understand the ad-
jective scaling task. This type of difficulty may not have been
evident in the Landsberger et al. (2012) study as only one electrode
was tested per subject. Further investigation (e.g. testing on more
electrodes across the array) may reveal that the Clean/Dirty Index
does not predict the degree of reduction in spread of excitation as
fully as we had assumed. Perhaps a measure of spread of excitation
at many locations along the array would provide a better predictor
of performance than the Clean/Dirty index. Unfortunately, psy-
chophysical forward-masked curves takemuch too long tomeasure
to be clinically relevant. An alternative approach would be use
eCAPS to measure spread of excitation, but pilot work in our lab has
suggested that the long phase durations required to provide
adequate loudness make artifact cancellation difficult. Another
possibility is that the reduction in spread of excitation on a single
channel is not a good predictor of speech perception. As other
studies (e.g. Hughes and Abbas, 2006; Zwolan et al., 1997) have
shown no significant correlation between single-channel metrics
(such as pitch ranking or electrode discrimination) and speech
perception, it is possible that a single channel spread of excitation
measure might not account for acrossechannel interactions that
impact speech perception.

Subjects typically performed better with their clinical maps
than with the experimental strategies. This was to be expected, as
the experimental strategies were very different than the subjects’
clinical map in several crucial ways. Differences include the
microphone (on the coil attached to the side of the head for the
experimental strategies vs. a “t-mic” hanging over the ear for the
clinical maps), a reduction in the number of active electrodes (the
experimental strategies used 14 channels vs. 16 physical channels
or 120 virtual channels for the clinical), strategy (the experimental
strategies used a CIS implementation vs. Fidelity 120 for most
subjects), stimulation rate (255 pps/e for the experimental strategy
vs. greater than 2700 pps/e for the clinical maps), and a spectral
shift (the output of the most apical filterbank was sent to channel 2
in the experimental strategies, resulting in a basalward spectral
shift of 1.1 mm). All of these changes are likely to result in an im-
mediate drop in performance when acutely tested. In a study
measuring the difference in performance between the Continuous
Interleaved Sampling (CISþ) strategy (Wilson et al., 1991) and the
Fine Structure Processing (FSP) strategy (Hochmair et al., 2006)
(with new external hardware), subjects initially had an approxi-
mately 4 dB decrement in SRT performance when they were
switched from the familiar CIS þ strategy to the unfamiliar FSP
strategy and were tested acutely (Vermeire et al., 2010). However,
over the course of a year, subjects adapted to the different hardware
and signal processing and performance with the FSP strategy
improved to the point where performance with FSP (and with the
new hardware) was better than the initial CIS þ baseline. Similarly,
Dorman and Loizou (1997) showed that the representation of
vowels can take up to a month to stabilize when changing stimu-
lation mode (from analog stimulation to pulsatile CIS, in that
study). Other studies investigating the drop in performance from
more severe spectral shifts than that imposed in this study have
found that the acute drop is substantial, but that subjects adapt
significantly over a period of days to weeks (e.g. Rosen et al., 1999;
Fu and Galvin, 2003). We would therefore expect that CI users
would adapt to both experimental strategies tested, had they been
given a few weeks of chronic exposure prior to testing. However,
due to limitations in the research processor equipment, the
experimental strategies were only tested acutely in the lab over a
period of a few hours, prohibiting full adaptation (although they
received 40 min of adaptation). Subjects had much more practice
with their own clinical processors, and were therefore expected to
perform better with them. Allowing subjects to more fully adapt to
the experimental strategies would enable more fair comparisons of
the experimental strategies to the subjects’ clinical processors in
future experiments.

The present experiment used experimental speech processing
strategies which were designed to isolate and only test the effect of
current focusing. All parameters across the two experimental
strategies (e.g. hardware, filterbank allocation, number of active
electrodes, stimulation rate, etc) were kept the same, resulting in
fairly simple strategies that were ideal for initial research testing as
all of the parameters were tightly controlled. However, both the
Exp-MP and Exp-TP strategies tested here were sub-optimal for
clinical implementation in terms of the number of channels and
stimulation rate. In the experimental strategies, electrodes 1 and 16
were not used for active stimulation (and were only used as
grounds). In a clinical implementation of PTP stimulation,
monopolar, bipolar, or phantom electrode stimulation (e.g. Saoji
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and Litvak, 2010) could be used for electrodes 1 and 16, thereby
allowing greater spatial coverage of the cochlea. Secondly, the
experimental strategies tested both used a stimulation rate of 255
pulses per second per electrode (pps/e), which is lower than most
clinical stimulation rates. However, this may not inherently be a
problem, as studies have shown that there is no consistent benefit
to higher stimulation rates across subjects (e.g. Vandali et al., 2000).
Although higher stimulation rates may not be necessary, the
stimulation rate of a PTP strategy could be increased through
several methods. An n-of-m peak-picking algorithm (similar to the
ACE strategy of Cochlear Corp.) would stimulate fewer channels in
one sweep and would increase the overall stimulation rate (dis-
cussed in more detail in Landsberger and Srinivasan, 2009).
Another option might be to use paired stimulation to stimulate two
channels with a large spatial separation (e.g. ELs 1 and 9) simul-
taneously, effectively doubling the per-channel stimulation rate.
Modeling results (Frijns, 2012) suggest that the region of neural
excitation for paired and sequential stimulation is almost identical
for PTP stimulation. Finally, the same benefits of current focusing to
speech perception might be realized by only providing sharpening
for a subset of electrodes (e.g. specific cochlear regions, such as the
apical and middle regions, or in regions where subjects get a def-
inite psychophysical benefit with current focusing) while using
shorter duration MP pulses on the remainder of the electrodes. A
mixed-mode strategy would effectively increase the per-channel
stimulation rate across the array. Given that current focusing
yields benefits to speech perception, a more thorough exploration
of methods of optimizing strategies for clinical implementation is
warranted.
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